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I use Hyaprof dermal fillers in treating both superficial, moderate and 
deeper indications and I have been really satisfied with the smooth 
dermal integration and subtle effects. My patients have also been 
praising a safe procedure and lack of side effects, allowing them to 
come back to their schedules almost immediately after the procedure.

CLIENT TESTIMONIALS

This was my first time using a dermal filler and I'm very happy about the results! My lips are now
fuller and in better proportions. The injection didn't take long and I was able to come back to my 
activities almost immediately. 

PENZA M. 

PATIENT

1

I had a treatment with Hyaprof done to get rid of my acne scars and, in general, improve how my 
skin looks. I feel the results are noticeable only in a good way - it doesn't look like something 
about my face is completely different, but it seems to be refreshed and evened. 

ELNA P.

PATIENT

2

I had Hyaprof injected in my jawline and chin to get more definition in this area. I could feel a bit of 
pain but it wasn’t really something very extreme! Definitely less than I remember from my past 
treatments with other products. I’m very happy how my jawline and chin look now and for sure I 
will get it done again in a while. 

MORGAN G.

PATIENT

3

I was very surprised that I didn’t have any “mini bruises” on my cheeks straight after the injection. 
This happened to me when I had fillers before so I’m happy I decided to try something new this time.

CAROLE K.

PATIENT

4

This was my very first time with fillers. I didn’t feel any pain even though my friend warned me 
that this might be an issue. I think I’ll repeat it sometime in the future but this time in a different 
part of my face.

SIMON B.

PATIENT

5

I’m 34 and for the majority of my life I was very insecure with my nose. I was considering the 
surgical rhinoplasty but the recovery was very stressful for me. When I learned that I can correct 
my nose with dermal fillers, I decided to give it a try. The whole procedure took 15mins and now 
I’m super happy about my new nose shape. None of my friends could believe that I had these 
results without going “under the knife”. 

MARIAN R.

PATIENT

6


